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I’m honored to be the Guest Editor of this month’s Cutter

IT Journal. This issue describes the experiences and find-

ings of senior consultants and researchers who have been

actively involved with helping organizations around the

world apply Agile strategies in enterprise environments.

The term “Agile software development” was first coined

in 2001, and since then Agile techniques and ideas have

been applied in all industries, all geographies, and, most

importantly, in a wide range of situations. But many of

these successes are small-scale within organizations — a

few projects here and there have benefited, but rarely do

you hear about large-scale enterprises successfully mak-

ing a complete transition to Agile. The implication is that

we still have a long way to go.

There are several important themes running through

these articles. First, to succeed at Agile, you need to

take a hybrid approach composed of strategies from

Scrum, XP, Agile Modeling, Kanban, Unified Process,

and, in some cases, even traditional methodologies.

Second, when organizations apply Agile techniques

at scale, they need to adopt more robust — or dare I

say “mature”? — strategies than the Scrum community

typically promotes. Third, Agile teams in today’s enter-

prises need to go beyond their team-focused strategies

and become enterprise-aware. Fourth, to transition to

true enterprise agility, you need to adopt greater disci-

pline at the practitioner, team, and even organization

level that goes beyond the mainstream Agile philoso-

phies that emerged in the 1990s.

In our first article, Ipek Ozkaya, Robert L. Nord,

Stephany Bellomo, and Heidi Brayer of the Software

Engineering Institute set the pace by summarizing

results of research into the actual practices of Agile

teams. This study explored how organizations are

adopting hybrid approaches that build on the strengths

of Scrum and XP with Agile architecture practices to

achieve the benefits of Agile across the lifecycle. They

share evidence of this hybrid strategy gathered via inter-

views with representatives of five public- and private-

sector organizations that operate in highly regulated

markets. They found that when experienced practition-

ers encountered scaling problems, most did not apply

Agile practices in isolation: “Rather, they used their

expertise to creatively combine them with other prac-

tices, especially architecture, to respond effectively to

stability issues while rapidly fielding projects.” The

architecture strategies these practitioners used include

initial architectural modeling/envisioning, monitoring

technical debt, and addressing nonfunctional require-

ments. The authors conclude, “The experiences of these

organizations support the stance that a more expansive

application of hybrid practices is not only necessary but

essential in balancing the opposing objectives of speed

and stability.”

Cutter Senior Consultant Bhuvan Unhelkar, author

of The Art of Agile Practice, provides a complementary

view in his article on the Composite Agile Method and

Strategy (CAMS) and Agile business. Unhelkar high-

lights the “need to consider the value Agile offers to

business, far beyond that originally anticipated by

the proponents of Agile in the software domain.” His

CAMS framework shows how “embedding agility

within formal planning results in an overall balance

that not only benefits close-knit software development

teams, but also the entire business.” He argues that

CAMS promotes a balanced strategy that enables the

benefits of Agile at an organizational level. I believe

you will find that CAMS presents a well-considered,

practical adoption and deployment strategy for Agile. 

The CAMS framework encompasses three levels: the

development level (typical of Agile methods such as

Scrum and XP), the project level (characterized by a

composite/hybrid Agile approach), and an organi-

zational level. Unkelkar argues that a primary Agile

challenge is applying Agile across an organization.

He notes, “What seems to work for a small, close-knit

team suddenly seems ‘all over the place’ when applied

across the organization.” It is here that the concepts of
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the Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD) process frame-

work can offer assistance. As Unhelkar observes,

“The DAD framework provides a carefully construed

mechanism that not only streamlines IT work, but

more importantly, enables scaling.” The article further

highlights the need to avoid what the author refers to

as “method friction.” When several different methods

— each introduced by a different role — are in use

within the organization, it can cause friction, and in

turn reduce quality and flexibility. Such DAD concepts

as a focus on solutions (not just software) and on scala-

bility can enable the composite Agile approach CAMS

represents.

In our third article, Al Shalloway argues that Agile

success has eluded many larger IT organizations and

software development organizations. “Rather than

productivity and profit,” Shalloway says, “they experi-

ence mediocre results or worse.” He believes that the

Agile movement’s failure to adopt a solid systems per-

spective at the enterprise level is a significant factor.

He writes, “It is not enough to try to build up team by

team, with management trying to remove impediments

along the way; instead, it requires an integration of

business stakeholders, middle management, and effec-

tive teams. It requires both systems thinking and the

discipline that systems thinking demands.” 

Shalloway suggests that bringing discipline and coordi-

nation to and across Agile teams requires going beyond

classic Agile with its team-centric point of view. In

particular, “it requires extending Agile with Lean

principles and practices,” a mindset he calls “Lean-

Agile.” Chief among these is systems thinking, which

encourages organizations to examine the development

workflow as a whole, seeing how each part affects the

others. He notes that “local optimizations without this

view may have little — or even a harmful — impact

on the whole.” For example, the “self-organizing team”

is a very good Agile practice. It works at the team level

because teams can use their own local knowledge to

adjust to their particular situation. At scale, however, a

broader perspective is required. “Management provides

this perspective,” Shalloway writes, “by creating the

context within which teams work together. When sev-

eral teams are involved, a lack of management oversight

inevitably leads to a lack of team coordination, which

leads to wasted effort.”

This Lean-Agile mindset suggests three new disciplines

for Agile organizations. The first is that stakeholders

cannot begin more projects than the development orga-

nization has capacity for. In other words, manage your

work in progress across your overall portfolio. Second,

project teams must work in unison. If each team chooses

stories from its backlog at its own discretion, the com-

pleted features will likely fail to produce end-to-end

functionality. Third, Agile teams must let someone

who sees the bigger picture decide what they should

be working on. This implies the need both for a Lean-

Agile enterprise architecture effort as well as a gover-

nance effort. Shalloway ends with the observation that

“Agile methods informed by Lean Thinking lead to the

disciplined type of Agile required for the Agile enter-

prise. We must remember that Agile is not about team-

iterative development, but rather about the incremental

delivery of business value.”

Next, IBM’s Matt Ganis and Sanjeev Kumar V Marimekala

describe several key practices for becoming more disci-

plined, and thereby more effective, in your approach to

Agile solution delivery. They describe how they used

the DAD framework to create a process within their

organization that supports a great number of both Agile

and traditional project deployments. The authors write:

Early on, we realized that many of our enterprise
processes wouldn’t be eliminated with the advent of an
Agile approach. Many (if not all) of our projects, while
claiming to be Agile, needed to collaborate with other
teams/resources such as IT deployment (data center
teams), architecture teams, database administrators,
and others. While our Agile teams were creating usable
software at a steady drumbeat, we struggled with the
inability (or lack) of IT staff to deploy applications to
the network where they could begin realizing value.
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Ganis and Marimekala recommend the adoption of six

practices (or “disciplines,” using Shalloway’s vernacu-

lar) to facilitate application deployment. First, promote

open communication channels across your IT organi-

zation to enable people on disparate teams to work

together more effectively. Second, focus on reducing

waste (or better yet, eliminate it completely) in order

to streamline your overall strategy. Third, strive for the

best utilization of resources from a business perspective

and thereby maximize the return on your IT investment.

Fourth, apply resources where needed so as to effec-

tively utilize team skills. Fifth, maintain a proper lead

time for each project. In other words, invest in project

inception/initialization activities such as initial require-

ments envisioning, architecture modeling, planning,

and team building. Sixth, keep it simple — an echo

of the ninth principle behind the Agile Manifesto. 

We round out this issue of Cutter IT Journal with an

article by South African software industry entrepreneur

Themi Themistocleous, who explores the softer aspects

of Agile software delivery. As Themistocleous observes:

With Agile development, it becomes even more important
to have the right people in the right roles, as all team
members are required to be self-organizing and cross-
functional and to take responsibility for the success of the
project. Personality types are starting to be recognized as
an important factor in the success of Agile projects, and
the first studies and books on the topic are making their
way into the Agile world.

Themistocleous describes three important factors that

contribute to software development success. First is the

culture of the organization. In particular, he describes

how the best organization he ever worked for strived

to provide an egalitarian, nurturing environment that

enabled people to work well together. The second factor

is the correct use of development processes. For exam-

ple, he describes how the DAD framework provides

ways to provide effective governance without needless

bureaucracy by focusing on process goals instead of on

paperwork. The third factor is enabling people to take

on the roles best suited for them. 

I want to leave you with several important observa-

tions. First, organizations are finding that it’s a lot of

hard work figuring out how to make all this Agile

stuff actually work in practice. Although the Scrum

message of “start with a small kernel and add what

you need” is attractive, in practice it’s proving difficult,

time-consuming, and expensive. As you will see in

these articles, it is likely more effective to start with a

framework such as Disciplined Agile Delivery, which

describes a hybrid approach that supports a full deliv-

ery lifecycle. Furthermore, DAD promotes a solution

focus, not just a software focus, and a strategy that is

enterprise aware and not just team aware. More impor-

tantly, it answers the question “How do all the Agile

practices and strategies fit together?” with its goal-

based approach. Instead of starting with something

small, why not start with something sufficient?

Second, the Agile and Lean movements clearly have

a lot of life left in them. My expectation is that we’ll

spend the next decade or more adopting disciplined

Agile strategies to enable us to solve more complex

problems and make possible a truly Agile enterprise.

Stay tuned for future writings on these subjects!

Scott W. Ambler is a Senior Consultant with Cutter Consortium’s

Business & Enterprise Architecture and Agile Product &

Project Management practices. He is the thought leader behind

the Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD) process decision framework,

Agile Model Driven Development (AMDD), the Agile Data (AD)

method, and the Enterprise Unified Process (EUP), working with

clients around the world to improve the way they develop software.

Mr. Ambler is coauthor of several software development books, includ-

ing Disciplined Agile Delivery, Agile Modeling, The Elements of

UML 2.0 Style, Agile Database Techniques, and The Enterprise

Unified Process. He is also a Senior Contributing Editor with Dr.

Dobb’s. Mr. Ambler has spoken at a wide variety of international

conferences, including Agile 20XX, Software Development, IBM

Innovate, Java Expo, and Application Development. He can be

reached at sambler@cutter.com.
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The belief that Agile requires small colocated teams,

downplays architectures, and delivers no documentation

still prevails among many software practitioners. The

reality is that organizations, in their quest to rapidly field

projects, are building on the strengths of Scrum and XP.

They are doing so to creatively combine Agile architec-

ture practices to achieve the benefits of Agile across the

lifecycle.

We found further evidence of this more expansive

approach when we interviewed representatives of five

government and commercial organizations that operate

in highly regulated settings.1 Our goal was to gain a

better understanding of success and failure factors in

rapidly fielded projects using Agile software develop-

ment practices. The reality of a highly regulated envi-

ronment is that practitioners must often balance the

demand to quickly deliver functionality with a desire

for a stable, reliable system, especially when faced with

the challenge of sustaining such systems for several

decades. In addition, in highly regulated environments

such as avionics, financial services, and healthcare,

software development teams need to interface with

system engineering, deployment, and quality assurance

teams that may be operating under different develop-

ment and delivery tempos. These competing pressures

often result in projects marked by high initial velocity

followed by a slowdown that results from stability

issues (see Figure 1).

The interviews showed that most experienced practi-

tioners, when faced with challenges, did not apply

Agile practices in a silo. Rather, they used their exper-

tise to creatively combine them with other practices,

especially architecture, to respond effectively to sta-

bility issues while rapidly fielding projects. Doing so

helped them avoid significant disruptions in velocity.

The experiences of these organizations support the

stance that a more expansive application of hybrid

practices is not only necessary but essential in balancing

the opposing objectives of speed and stability. 

In this article, we highlight several approaches applied

by these organizations and provide a more in-depth

look at two of the practices: release planning with

architecture considerations and roadmap planning

with external dependency management.

SPEED VS. STABILITY 

The essence of balancing speed and stability involves

achieving and preserving a software development state

that enables teams to deliver releases that stakeholders

value at a tempo that makes sense for their business. 

The desired software development state is different for

each organization and needs to be understood clearly.

This is a state in which architecture (often in the form of

platforms and application frameworks), supporting tool

environments, practices, processes, and team structures

exist to support efficient and sustainable development

of features. The entire organization, including devel-

opment teams, management, and stakeholders, must

have visibility into the desired state, so that they neither

overoptimize the supporting development infrastruc-

ture nor quit working on it.

We asked senior software developers and managers

to describe factors that either enabled or inhibited the

speed of delivery and the degree of stability in the soft-

ware product. The factors fall into one of three common

situations:

1. When the project was going well, teams applied

foundational Agile practices commonly touted as

“enablers of success,” such as daily Scrum meetings,

©2013 Carnegie Mellon University. All rights reserved.CUTTER IT JOURNAL  June 20136
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a Scrum collaborative management style, continuous

integration, test-driven development, and so on.

Small dedicated teams are able to stay within bounds

due to the well-known nature of the infrastructure

and the limited scope of the project. Teams facing

issues of scale and complexity are able to stay within

bounds because of awareness across the organization

of the need to maintain the infrastructure.

2. When teams encountered a problem that was taking

them away from their desired state, they would often

combine Agile practices with architecture and other

disciplines, such as management and engineering,

to make incremental adjustments to ensure they had

sufficient technological infrastructure to support

development.

3. When teams encountered problems that were not

visible to management and stakeholders, the adjust-

ments were disruptive. Solutions were delayed until

the chronic problem became visible. In certain cases,

it was not possible to adjust course because the prob-

lem became visible too late; the project was not able

to deliver, and the team failed.

HYBRID PRACTICES THAT ENABLE FAST, 
STABLE DEVELOPMENT

Our interviews revealed the following examples of

Agile architecture practices that enable speed and

stability:

n Release planning with architecture considerations

n Prototyping with a quality attribute focus

n Roadmap planning with external dependency

analysis

n Merging of test-driven practices (e.g., automated 

test-driven development and continuous integration)

with a focus on runtime qualities (e.g., performance,

scalability, and security)

n Technical debt monitoring with a quality attribute

focus

These Agile architecture practices allow more experi-

enced practitioners to avoid project slowdowns related

to stability issues with minimal disruption to capability

delivery. While these practices have been advocated

for a while, using them within the confines of a well-

defined process, such as Scrum, becomes challenging.

We will now describe in more depth two of these prac-

tices that all five organizations used: release planning

with architecture considerations and roadmap planning

with external dependency analysis. 

Release Planning with Architecture Considerations

Development teams often incorporated architecture

considerations into release planning in response to

problems associated with prioritizing features visible to

the stakeholder. One organization adopted the Scrum

release planning management process without much

visibility into the infrastructure needs. The increasing

focus on rapid delivery inevitably made the organiza-

tion realize that its teams needed to work in parallel to

meet schedule demands. So the business moved from

a centralized development model to a geographically

distributed work model. Delivery slowed, however,

because there was not enough architectural definition

in the feature documentation to allow the teams to

work independently. This triggered a closer look into

the infrastructure and a more stable architecture. The

outcome was to incorporate more explicit infrastructure

and architecture planning into release planning and not

simply focus on the high-priority features.

The important and unexpected observation revealed by

our interviews is that all the organizations recognized

that without incorporating architecture into release plan-

ning, it is not possible to achieve the expected delivery

tempo after significant and unexpected change. In all

cases, the projects initially appeared within bounds of

their desired state, and issues were visible. It was only

after the disruption that the teams sought deeper visi-

bility into the project. 

Roadmap Planning with External Dependency Analysis

One organization incorporated external dependency

analysis into its roadmap planning process. This

approach reduced the risk of being blindsided by unan-

ticipated conditions due to dependencies on expertise

external to the team, infrastructure components gov-

erned by other parties, or difficult-to-reach users. For

instance, during the development of an operational

sprint, several firewall ports governed by an external

party were closed without notice, causing sporadic sta-

bility issues that were difficult to troubleshoot. Until this

event, the dependency on security decisions governed

by another team had not been realized as a critical

dependency that could impact the development effort. 

Since this problem was holding up development, the

team took immediate action to analyze and reassess

external dependency risks that could affect their design

decisions and development. Team members then devised

a mitigation strategy for each risk. Some strategies

required modifications to the change management notifi-

cation process, and others required a deeper understand-

ing of dependencies on components being developed by
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other teams. The roadmap document, which contained

a description of development by phases, was used to cap-

ture external dependency risks and mitigation strategies

at the portfolio level. The team incorporated the change

into the ongoing practices with limited disruption to

workflow; therefore, it followed the incremental response

cycle. The team also adopted the practice of continuing

to conduct external dependency analysis regularly to

identify external dependency risks at the roadmap level. 

The criticality and impact of technical dependencies

intensify at scale. Such dependencies are also easy to

overlook because they may not be exercised daily or

even at each sprint. Therefore, the roadmapping level is

the right place to surface and track these dependencies.

It allows the architectural decisions to propagate cor-

rectly among software elements as a system is devel-

oped in breadth and depth and among the multiple

development teams across an organization. 

INHIBITING FACTORS 

The factors that prevented development teams from

rapidly delivering the software product, or mired

them in a state outside the bounds of acceptable soft-

ware development, included often-observed inhibitors

such as slow business decision-making processes,

limitations in measuring architectural technical debt,

overdependency on the architect for architecture knowl-

edge, and stability-related efforts not entirely visible to

the business. 

The inability to deal with scale and complexity also

emerged as a factor. Development teams from four

of the five organizations described situations in which

they were not able to complete test cases within the

targeted iteration due to increasing software complexity

and limitations in expertise and/or tools. They also

reported that excessive focus on speed, and difficulty

in making architectural problems visible to the business

side of an operation, often led to major redesigns or

bug-fixing sprints. 

Many of these negative outcomes are the result of incon-

sistent and incorrect applications of Agile and/or archi-

tecture practices. Several factors can be traced back to

their enabling counterparts. For example, a desire to

quickly deliver features caused stakeholders to overlook

the importance of stability and limited requirements

analysis and stability-related work. Demonstrating the

criticality of stability required improved measurement of

technical debt. Two of the organizations took actions to

improve their visibility into technical debt by tracking it

explicitly in their backlogs. 

Organizations acknowledged the tradeoffs they experi-

enced when taking shortcuts in software development

to accelerate delivery. They are now more aware of

how degraded quality leads to technical debt and

are taking steps to address it. In response to business

pressure, organizations sometimes embedded architec-

tural changes within unrelated features during develop-

ment. This lack of transparency can result in incorrect

productivity measures as well as unanticipated sched-

ule impacts. They expressed the belief that if they were

able to make technical debt more visible to stakehold-

ers, they could avoid potentially costly and disruptive

changes in favor of more incremental changes support-

ing a sustainable delivery tempo. We call this “technical

debt monitoring with a quality attribute focus.”

TRANSITIONING ENABLERS OF CHANGE 

In a recent blog post, Ken Schwaber said he would like

to change the mindset of “Scrum But” to “Scrum And.”2

He explained that the use of “Scrum And” character-

izes an organization that is on a path of continuous

improvement in software development beyond the

basic use of Scrum. He gave this example to illustrate

the concept of extending Scrum: “We use Scrum, and

we are continuously building, testing, and deploying

our increments every Sprint.” The experiences

described by organizations we interviewed support

the stance that practice extensions are needed and

anticipated in iterative and incremental development.

Evidence from Guest Editor and Cutter Senior

Consultant Scott Ambler’s Agile project initiation

survey has also shown consistent results with the

experience of the teams we interviewed.3

In this new “Agile And” world, some organizations

are moving toward Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD),

a hybrid, people-focused IT approach developed by

Ambler. In line with our observations from practice,

such new-generation software development practices

place the emphasis on a full delivery lifecycle that is

process goal–driven and incorporates architecture

and enterprise awareness.4 Others are embracing the

Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) developed by Dean

Leffingwell and colleagues, not only incorporating

architecture explicitly into the development lifecycle,

but also Lean methods and portfolio management.5

At the SEI, we work with organizations that must oper-

ate in a climate of ever-shrinking budgets coupled with

near-constant demands for new capabilities. We advise

organizations looking to adopt or enhance Agile prac-

tices in their pursuit of rapid delivery to begin by con-

ducting a review of architecture-centric risk factors for
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adoption of large-scale Agile software development.

While Agile architecture practices can help these orga-

nizations ensure the stability of the systems they are

fielding, it is important to understand the root causes

of the inability to deliver at the expected pace and how

the tension between speed and stability is managed.

Organizations must also make the problems more

visible to developers, management, and stakeholders.6

When considering how to combine Agile and archi-

tecture practices, organizations must first ask the

following questions:

n Are we delivering software to our customer at an

expected pace? 

n Are we aware of problems that are cropping up as

a result of losing focus on architecting when Agile

adoption activities become the primary focus? 

n Does our technical roadmap address short-term

and long-term issues? 

n Does the team of software developers have skills

that would enable them to successfully implement

Agile and architecture? 

n Do we have visibility into not only the project

management of the system, but also the quality

expected from the system?

We hope that by codifying and sharing the practices

described above, other organizations can learn to apply

these approaches to contend with the demands of

rapidly delivering software that is reliable, stable,

and flexible in a fast-changing environment.
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The popularity of Agile methods, such as Scrum and

XP, stems primarily from a rapid, high-quality, value-

based, and collaborative approach to software develop-

ment. The iterative and incremental character of agility

together with its highly collaborative nature meets the

changing needs of its stakeholders (as aptly discussed

by this issue’s Guest Editor and fellow Cutter Senior

Consultant Scott Ambler as early as 20061). Enhanced

user satisfaction and project visibility have started

endearing Agile to many different areas of a business

organization much beyond software. To be of increas-

ing value to business, Agile needs to be in balance,

comprising a judicious combination of practices

together with the well-known and often mandatory

requirements of a formal, planned method. In order

to realize Agile’s true benefits, senior decision makers

need to let this balanced agility permeate their entire

organization as a strategy rather than just a software

development method.

The value of Agile when it becomes a balanced orga-

nizational strategy is encapsulated in what I call the

Composite Agile Method and Strategy (CAMS). In my

recently published book The Art of Agile Practice,2 I

argue that CAMS presents a practical adoption and

deployment strategy for Agile that is based on careful

consideration of multiple organizational factors that

require a disciplined, collaborative approach. Primary

amongst these factors is a highly cohesive, close-knit,

and disciplined — in fact, self-disciplined — team.

Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD)3, 4 embodies this

truth, as it calls itself a “people-first, learning-oriented

hybrid Agile approach to IT solution delivery.” The

DAD framework provides a carefully construed mech-

anism that not only streamlines IT work, but more

importantly, enables scaling. This scaling of agility is

vital in organizational adoption as it facilitates the use

of Agile in the operational aspects of a business, not just

in projects. The underlying concepts of DAD, combined

with the way CAMS has been put together, pave the

path for successful adoption of agility at an organiza-

tional level. This article presents CAMS as a highly

practical way to use Agile and shows how DAD can

help in the deployment of CAMS at an organizational

level. 

ORGANIZATIONAL AGILE STRATEGY

The opportunity to extend and apply the concepts of

Agile across an entire organization promises to radical-

ize the organizational structure, transform the way in

which business views IT, and further blur IT-business

boundaries — for the better. What we have learned

in the application of agility in software can hold true

in any project and beyond, including the day-to-day

operations of the organization. Practically, there is

no reason why the nuggets of agility that help deliver

software on time and within budget can’t help organi-

zations become more responsive overall. For example,

Agile can help a business put together new and varied

products in a timely manner, create new services and

content, and offer more value to its customers indepen-

dent of time and location. Agile can help liberate an

organization from a hierarchical and rigid structure,

meaningless formalities, excessive planning, and unnec-

essary documentation. Agile can make a business col-

laborative, highly interconnected, communicative, and

in sync with the business ecosystem (composed of

industry, government, and society). 

Figure 1 summarizes the three evolving uses of Agile 

— firstly as commonly understood at the development

level, then the composite Agile approach to projects,

and finally applied across the entire organization. When

thus viewed, Agile starts evolving into more than a

method. It starts becoming an essential element of the

business strategy of an organization. For example, an

organization can internally decree a user story as a stan-

dard means of communication that will be displayed on

a Big Visible Chart.5 This technique may appear across

all tiers of an organization rather than being used only

to specify the functional needs of a system (such as the

HR department writing a user story/feature for recruit-

ment purposes). Other Agile techniques start becoming

visible too; for example:
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n The training department using Big Visible Charts to

schedule a leadership seminar for senior executives

n The daily production planning meeting following the

precepts of a daily stand-up for its decision making

n The accounts department conducting a retrospective

of its last auditing exercise 

Agility vitalizes the complete structure and dynamics of

an organization by opening up communications across

all tiers, creating an atmosphere of trust and honesty,

and inculcating courage to change at the grass-roots

level.

Not unexpectedly, though, organizational adoption

and use of Agile are fraught with challenges. These

challenges are different in nature and scale than those

of training and up-skilling an individual team member

in Agile techniques and practices. For example, at an

organizational level, it is not enough to train individuals

in how a daily stand-up meeting is conducted and how

a story card is written. Instead, a strategic and holistic

stance is required to deploy Agile across departments

and divisions and amongst myriad roles, including

developers, customers, architects, and business stake-

holders. Agile needs to become “routine” in the orga-

nization in order to encompass its complex and often

subjective rewards structure (a topic that could be a

paper in itself). An organization trying to embrace Agile

will have to come up with a different way to reward its

employees, as Agile is invariably team-based.

While considering Agile as a strategy, an organization

that wishes to adopt Agile must also be fully cognizant

of the many methods already used in the organization

and their impact on each other. For example, it must

take into account the way in which formal project man-

agement (e.g., PMBOK) impacts Agile, the way IT gov-

ernance limits agility, and the varying needs of formal

quality assurance and testing programs together with

business analysis. Overlooking such considerations can

lead to “method friction,” which will be detrimental to

organizational acceptance of Agile.6

COMPOSITE AGILE METHOD AND STRATEGY (CAMS)

In the Art of Agile Practice,7 I discuss why organizations

should embed the values and practices of Agile within

their existing planned and formal approaches and how

they can go about doing so. Embedding agility within

formal planning results in an overall balance that not

only benefits close-knit software development teams,

but also the entire business — including its non-IT

processes. As noted above, CAMS represents such a

balanced combination of agility together with formal

planning, control, and documentation.

Waterfall, spiral, and iterative-incremental software

development lifecycles (SDLCs) need not be the

maligned words that they are sometimes made out to

be in a pure Agile environment. These lifecycles exist

because at one time (say, in the 1970s and early 1980s),

the IT world was crying out for formality and planning.

In fact, many a software disaster was averted even

before the first line of code was written, as the plans

and models “rang the bells” sufficiently in advance to

indicate that the project would not succeed. In the solu-

tion space, experienced programmers created patterns,

and designers used those patterns formally to create

quality. In-depth requirements models helped users to

understand proposed solutions as well as give input

into what they expected. Despite these advantages of

planned processes, however, the human tendency of

swinging from one extreme to the other seems to have

occurred in the methods space. Many projects got stuck

in the quagmire of excessive planning, reams of docu-

mentation, endless meetings on process compliance,

and no executable output the end user could see. The

IT project world was ripe for Agile. 

Those who put together the Agile Manifesto deserve

both our thanks and credit for untangling the myriad

knots resulting from excessive, formal application of

methods in software development. And yet, if you

observe closely, you may find concerns gradually creep-

ing in. Scalability appears to be a major challenge in

deploying Agile. My everyday work discussions with

fellow consultants and with business stakeholders

indicate that Agile is welcomed with a mixture of hope
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and uncertainty. Typically this happens in large-scale

deployments, outsourced/offshored development, large

ERP (package) configuration projects, and infrastructure

developments. 

The best way to use Agile, as I found in practice, is to

use it in balance. Furthermore, it’s also helpful to view

Agile beyond software and in the overall business solu-

tions space. The following summarizes my view of an

Agile Manifesto that strives for balance:8

n Individuals and interactions together with processes

and tools 

n Working solutions9 together with comprehensive

documentation

n Customer collaboration together with contract

negotiation

n Responding to change together with following a plan

This balanced view of the manifesto clarified many

things for me as I practiced Agile; it reminded me of the

importance of the other side of each of the sentences. In

turn, it led me to put together CAMS, a foundation for

business technology synergy that embraces methods at

various organizational levels depending on their rele-

vance, principles, and practices. In bringing together

planned and Agile behaviors, as well as business, tech-

nology, and operational views of an organization, com-

posite Agile relies on the linchpin of balance. In fact,

agility is all about balance — between technology and

business, between formality and flexibility, between

hierarchical structures and informal shared team struc-

tures, and so on. This underscoring of balance is an

important factor in promoting Agile across the entire

organization. 

CAMS revolves around two key themes: 

1. Agile provides maximum value to projects when

used in a composite mode that gives due deference

to the existing methods in the organization (e.g.,

Unified Process, or even PMBOK/Prince2) 

2. Agile is more than a method. It’s a business strategy

that needs to be applied in an holistic manner across

the entire organization (effectively being a culture

change in the use of existing frameworks such as

Six Sigma, Lean, Kaizen, and Kanban, rather than

a piecemeal application within the software devel-

opment arena). 

Figures 2 and 3 explain these themes. Figure 2 depicts

multiple layers of methods used in an organization.

These include, for example, Six Sigma, COBIT, Prince2,

RUP, and eventually Scrum. Apart from indicating the

iterations (three in this case), this figure stresses the fact

that these methods need to work together cohesively.

Figure 3 shows how this happens in practice. Various

areas of work in an organization (e.g., user, business,

project management, development, and quality) need
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to work together, keeping all methods in mind — albeit

using only the relevant slice from each of the methods.

CAMS encompasses the entire gamut of methods in an

organization, including business processes, governance

standards, project management, quality management,

and business analysis. 

CAMS starts by setting the right mix of planning and

agility in any organizational initiative. What is even

more important in CAMS is maintaining balance as the

initiative progresses, continuously changing the mix

of planned and Agile elements. Agile experts Alistair

Cockburn and Jim Highsmith10 stress amicability, talent,

skill, and communication as critical factors in the suc-

cess of Agile. CAMS builds on the overall understand-

ing of these “soft” factors by including sociocultural

and psychological factors and applying them at the

organizational level. For example, training and coaching

of the organization’s decision makers ensures strategy

alignment, risk management, change management, and

behavioral practices that can add significant agility

to the overall enterprise (as against merely software

development).

FACILITATING CAMS ADOPTION WITH DAD

Adoption of CAMS can present some interesting chal-

lenges, ranging from the technical and metrics-related

through to the psychosociological. At the forefront of

these challenges, though, is the issue of scaling Agile.

What seems to work for a small, close-knit team sud-

denly seems “all over the place” when applied across

the organization. 

This is where the concepts of the Disciplined Agile

Delivery process framework can offer the greatest sup-

port. The DAD framework provides a mechanism for

streamlining IT work and, even more importantly,

enabling its scaling. DAD is an enterprise-aware and

goal-driven framework that brings together strategies

from Scrum, XP, Agile Modeling, Agile Data, Kanban,

and devops. As such, the key advantage of DAD is

its configurability, which also enables its scalability.

Consider the six DAD scaling factors as discussed by

Ambler:11

1. Team size

2. Geographic distribution 

3. Organizational distribution 

4. Compliance 

5. Domain complexity 

6. Technical complexity 

Except for the last one, all others are nontechnical fac-

tors that can apply at the organizational level as much

as at the technical, project level. 

CAMS has incorporated these wide-ranging factors in

its framework at a strategic level with particular atten-

tion to the four business-critical elements — people,

process, and money as well as technology — both within

and outside business. Business stakeholders are likely to

find this aspect of CAMS deployment valuable, as their

interest lies, rightfully, in business agility rather than

software (or project-level) agility. Following are some of

the ways DAD facilitates the adoption of CAMS across

a business organization: 

n Planned processes impose a rigorous discipline

on individuals. This discipline, further enforced by

tools, enables individuals of even “average” capacity

to perform well in a group. DAD emphasizes this dis-

cipline aspect in a project and lays the responsibility

of that discipline on the individuals. This concept can

be used, together with modeling and process tools,

to enable individuals to understand the need to align

themselves to the project/team goals. Discipline is

utilized here not only in creation of new models and

designs, but also in reusing the ones created in earlier

iterations. The way DAD assists in self-alignment val-

idates the view I expressed in my balanced view of

the Agile Manifesto: “Individuals and interactions

together with processes and tools.”

n CAMS promotes the creation of software assets that

are “beyond software.” These are the architectures,

designs, working models, documentation, and plans.

These artifacts (elements) were quite prominent in the

era of formal, planned (pre-Agile) methods. DAD
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focuses on technical as well as domain complexity

and encourages the use of models to handle these

complexities. Furthermore, DAD recognizes and

emphasizes regulatory compliance, which requires

and benefits from the modeling effort. These model-

ing and documentation assets are also eagerly sought

and valued during mergers and acquisitions of IT

companies, as they facilitate business solutions in

the context of the industry vertical rather than just

software solutions. 

n Collaboration with the customer is indispensable.

Many other fields have learned the inevitability of

customer collaboration — for example, the consulting

doctor spends time listening to the patient, and the

insurance provider discusses the needs of the client

in detail before offering coverage. CAMS applies

Agile by encouraging collaboration between users

and solution providers. At the same time, it balances

this with the need for contract negotiations, as is

inevitably required in the case of software solutions

that are developed and maintained via outsourcing/

offshoring agreements. Service-level agreements

(SLAs) influence the development and maintenance of

external solutions and are an integral part of contract

management. DAD encourages organizations to con-

sider how geographical distribution and organiza-

tional culture affect their processes for customer

collaboration.

n The ability to respond to change is the crucial

difference between success and failure and is one of

Agile’s core attractions for business. Change is best

understood by the decision makers of an organization

if sufficient planning has been undertaken in the first

place. CAMS focuses on detailed, formal planning,

as such plans provide the basis for sensible changes

to the plans. Lack of formal planning can result in

unbridled changes, which are almost impossible to

scale. A detailed plan itself may not change — but

the process of creating and maintaining that plan pro-

vides an excellent benchmark for change. DAD shifts

the focus of the organization from a single process to

a tailorable and Agile suite of processes. This notion

of a tailorable process stream comes in very handy

when dealing with regularly changing business

processes that are benchmarked around a “standard”

process. 

Adoption of CAMS at an organizational level is effec-

tively a business transformation exercise. Figure 4

shows the eight most commonly identifiable business

focus areas that need to be considered in undertaking

successful Agile business transformation. While these

focus areas can change depending on the type, nature,

goals, and complexity of the organization undergoing

transformation, they still provide a good understanding

of the business structures and the way they can be

transformed to Agile. 
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The concepts of Disciplined Agile Delivery potentially

support each of these areas of work in a CAMS adop-

tion scenario. When DAD teams make people, process,

and tool decisions, they keep the following five selection

factors in mind:

1. Team skills

2. Team culture 

3. Organizational culture 

4. Nature of the problem 

5. Business constraints 

The most relevant DAD scaling and selection factors are

shown on the top in Figure 4. The organizational areas

are shown in the bottom half of Figure 4, and the way

in which DAD assists the organizational adoption is

summarized in Table 1.

Figure 5 shows the six major elements in planning and

executing CAMS organizational adoption and the way

in which some of the concepts from DAD can help

improve that adoption:

1. The CAMS business case is an independent pre-

adoption activity that considers ROI based on business
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Business Areas in 

an Organization 

CAMS Adoption Importance and Relevance of DAD

Business model CAMS elevates the impact of agility to 
the business-model level, requiring the 
organization to revisit the priorities and 
goals of the business. 

DAD encourages the organization to 
consider the business constraints in 
revising the business model.

Product and 
service portfolio 

Understanding the portfolio of products 
and services provides the basis for 
ascertaining the risks associated with the 
delivery of these products and services after 
CAMS adoption. 

DAD promotes a focus on the “nature 
of the problem” in the use of a method, 
and that problem changes depending 
on the organization’s offerings. 

Customers 
and partners 

This business area describes the external 
parties that interact with the business. 
The manner in which these interactions will 
change needs to be modeled and studied 
for successful adoption of CAMS.

 

DAD encourages attention to both 
internal and external factors in projects; 
the same concept at the organizational 
level enables the study of external 
parties. 

ICT systems 
(applications, 
and databases) 

This area covers the software systems and 
technologies that support the business; 
all the systems and databases need to 
be revisited and upgraded to support a 
business based on composite Agile. 

The DAD framework fosters an 
awareness of domain and technical 
complexities, which is necessary for 
understanding and integrating ICT 
systems. 

Operational
organization 

The internal parties, such as employees, 
management, and their reporting 
hierarchies, all undergo change as the
business bases itself on CAMS. 

DAD’s attention to team and organi-
zational culture eases the changes in 
the way people work in a project or 
an organization. 

Business 
processes 

Business processes undergo reengineering 
with changes to the process maps, output, 
and values as based on CAMS. 

DAD’s geographic and organizational 
distribution factors provide a basis for 
reengineering globally distributed 
business processes.

 

Networks and 
infrastructure 

This business area focuses on the changes to 
the underlying communications technologies
to facilitate CAMS. Mobile networks can 
increase business agility through location 
independence, but they demand higher 
security. 

 

The technical complexity and “nature 
of the problem” factors draw attention 
in the DAD framework, and both 
are invaluable when the technical 
infrastructure undergoes change. 

Regulatory This area deals with legal, accounting, and 
financial aspects of the business that may 
have special needs in terms of audits and 
traceability as the business goes Agile. 

DAD’s consideration of regulatory 
compliance facilitates the acceptance 
of agility by the business because it 
provides for necessary governance. 

Table 1 — Using DAD in CAMS Adoption at an Organizational Level 
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constraints. This business case includes the costs, risks,

and benefits of using CAMS across the organization. 

2. Organizational culture and associated project culture

— although discussed in context frameworks12 — is

further underscored by DAD. This cultural context is

immensely helpful in understanding potential areas

of resistance to CAMS.

3. Configuration of tools that support CAMS will

depend on team skills and corresponding team

culture. Tools can further help in putting together

metrics at both the project and organizational levels. 

4. CAMS deployment and training will be based on the

organization’s ability to accept and adopt Agile prac-

tices. Again, DAD’s emphasis on organizational and

team culture enables practical, hands-on coaching

of CAMS concepts, particularly the avoidance of

method friction.13

5. The project output and its value to the business are

directly based on a disciplined approach to delivering

that output or solution. Here DAD emphasizes the

overall solution (more than just software), as well

as its value to the business.

6. Organizational agility is considered an ongoing activ-

ity rather than a project-based activity that changes

and then embeds itself in the organizational culture.

CONCLUSION

Organizations need to consider the value Agile offers

to business, far beyond that originally anticipated by

the proponents of Agile in the software domain. When

adopting Agile at the organizational level, organizations

must make sure that different methods in use within

the enterprise — each spearheaded by a different role 

— don’t cause method friction, which can reduce

quality and flexibility. Concepts from DAD, such as

its focus on a solution (rather than software) and on

scalability, provide an excellent basis for adopting a

composite approach to Agile such as CAMS. Further

experimentation (in a pilot project scenario) using DAD

to adopt CAMS will provide valuable lessons that are

organization-specific. 
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Software development and IT shops around the world

are embracing Agile methods. For teams and smaller

organizations, the results have been impressive. And

yet for larger IT organizations and software develop-

ment organizations, success has been elusive. Rather

than productivity and profit, they experience mediocre

results or worse. Why is this? 

It is a question that some within the Agile community

are now starting to address. A big part of the issue

is that, at the level of the enterprise, Agile has lacked

a solid systems perspective. It is not enough to try

to build up team by team, with management trying

to remove impediments along the way; instead, it

requires an integration of business stakeholders, middle

management, and effective teams. It requires both sys-

tems thinking and the discipline that systems thinking

demands. 

This article describes three key principles of Lean

Thinking for software development. It applies these

to the value stream (the name Lean gives the workflow

from “concept” to “consumption”). It also describes

three disciplines Lean-Agile teams will need to follow

to keep value flowing. Finally, it illustrates how Lean

Thinking guides Agile enterprises in addressing chal-

lenges in their context. Lean-Agile lays out a different,

more disciplined approach for scaling Agile. 

THE DISCIPLINE OF LEAN-AGILE

“Disciplined Agile” may sound like an oxymoron and

has certainly been controversial for some in the Agile

community, but it is essential for sustained success.

Discipline does not mean “heavy-handed” — we

all know that too much management, overplanning,

overdesign, and overly large projects are not effective.

However, undisciplined teams that use Agile as a justi-

fication to avoid doing what is necessary are also not

effective … and, by the way, are not Agile. 

While discipline in Agile is required to improve perfor-

mance at the team level, it is even more essential at the

enterprise level. It provides a pathway for scale and

sustainability. 

Instilling discipline and coordination across Agile

teams requires an extension to classic Agile and its

team-centric point of view. It requires extending Agile

with Lean principles and practices. My colleagues and

I call this extended Agile mindset “Lean-Agile.”

Consider the classic approach to Agile across teams.

You start Agile with one team, then add another and

another and coordinate them with a “team of teams.”

The problem is that coordinating teams with a team of

teams approach tends to not work the more teams there

are. Getting a few team members working together

within one team is considerably different than getting

a few teams working together. The reasons for this are

intrinsic to the differences between intrateam dynamics

and interteam dynamics. Cross-team dynamics are

deceptively difficult.

Lean-Agile takes a different approach. Lean-Agile uses

systems thinking. Its focus is on the incremental deliv-

ery of business value by attending to the entire value

stream as one system. It says that management needs to

provide the big picture while teams implement within

that context. Lean-Agile will suggest changes to the

workflow to remove delays in receiving feedback,

detecting errors, using information, and ultimately,

delivering value.

Let’s look at these key principles to see how they

effectively extend Agile to work at scale. 

Systems Thinking

Systems thinking is the process of understanding how

parts of a system influence one another within a whole.

In software development, these parts are product selec-

tion, product prioritization, requirements, architecture,

design, code, test, quality assurance, delivery, integra-

tion, management, HR, and more. Systems thinking

suggests we look at the development workflow in its

entirety, seeing how one part affects the others. Local
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optimizations without this view may have little — or

even a harmful — impact on the whole. 

Lean offers a particular way to look at the system: the

value stream. The value stream is the flow of work from

when an idea is first conceived through implementa-

tion, deployment, and eventual use. The time from start

to finish is called “cycle time.” Lean Thinking says that

actions that shorten cycle time are usually good and

those that lengthen cycle time are probably not. Lean

Thinking looks for ways to remove delays, which also

results in eliminating unnecessary work. This leads to

improved quality and lowers costs. 

When multiple teams and products are involved, this

holistic approach means looking at the entire book of

work. For example, it may be that delaying one project

is worthwhile if another project can deliver value

greater than the cost of delaying the first project. This

gives us helpful questions for deciding whether to start

a new project: “Will this new project add to the value

being delivered?” and “Will adding this project slow

down or negatively impact the ability of existing

projects to deliver value?” 

Management Oversight (Creating the Context 
for the Teams’ Work)

Having “self-organizing teams” is a very good Agile

practice. It works at the team level because teams are

able to apply their own local knowledge to adapt to

their conditions. Lean says that, at scale, this is not

sufficient and that a broader perspective is also

required. Management provides this perspective by

creating the context within which teams work together.

When several teams are involved, a lack of management

oversight inevitably leads to a lack of team coordina-

tion, which leads to wasted effort. 

This enterprise awareness helps at the project level, too.

Sometimes teams are able to continue providing value

on their project, but other projects provide opportunity

for greater value. The decision to switch to the other

project must come from someone with eyes on the

whole portfolio. Management provides this oversight

to help a team stop its current project, at an appropriate

place, in favor of a more valuable one. 

Another area where management oversight helps is

in continuous improvement. Lean Thinking suggests

that management plays a crucial role in improvement:

this includes both improving the environment in which

teams work and acting as a coach, often by questioning

the teams about their process and helping them think

about ways to improve. This is management via leader-

ship and coaching.

Removing Delays

Removing delays is a central tenet of Lean. In manufac-

turing, they call this “just-in-time” — making things just

before they are needed. In software development, it

means not doing work before it should be done. For

example, don’t create requirements until you are ready

to work on them, nor write code until you are ready to

test it. 

All Agile methods work well in reducing delays in the

workflow by advocating small batch sizes, shortening

feedback loops, and avoiding work before it is needed.

This removes delays, which is essential because of the

extra work these delays create. For example, consider

how delays between coding and test affect developers.

It takes relatively little time for developers to fix bugs

they are immediately told about compared to bugs they

discover weeks later. Testing up front is a Lean-Agile

way to remove delays. 

Putting Them Together

Lean-Agile puts these three principles together — sys-

tems thinking, management creating the context for the

teams, and removing delays — to provide a solid and

proven approach to enterprise agility. This requires

honoring:

n Your understanding of the best way to work on

things when working alone

n The agreements between different roles as to how

they are to work together

n The decisions of those who are in a better position

to make them 

LEAN-AGILE AND THE VALUE STREAM

Multi-product, multi-team agility can be achieved by

attending to flow and ensuring everyone agrees on who

makes certain decisions at certain places in the value

stream. Before going into how this works, let’s first look

at the reason for focusing on the value stream. 

Most companies are organized hierarchically even

though work flows laterally across the organization

(see Figure 1). People are managed vertically; value

flows horizontally.1
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Utilization vs. Flow of Value

The problem is that managers will manage what they

can see. In this case, they are going to manage employee

workload, productivity, and quality of work. While this

sounds reasonable, it is more important to manage the

time to market of what is being built, the effects of

upstream groups on their staff, and the effects their staff

have on downstream groups. Focusing on people rather

than on the workflow results in a lack of cooperation. 

Consider the workflow for a project illustrated in Figure

2. Someone starts on the project only to hand it off

to someone or to wait for someone for information.

Although people are always busy, work starts and

stops. There is activity on a work item, and there is

waiting until someone can work on it (see Figure 3). 

Time to Market

The important question to ask is, “What percentage of

time is spent working on the item and what percentage

is spent waiting?” The numbers may surprise you. In

traditional organizations, people may work on four to

six projects at a time. This suggests that, on average,

they cannot devote more than 20% of their time to any

one project. This in turn means that, on average, 80% of

the time spent on any particular work item is devoted

to waiting for someone to pick it up. And that is delay!

Even though people are fully busy, value is not flowing

smoothly and quickly through the value stream. 

Does this number seem too large? If you are not track-

ing this, how would you know? In too many organiza-

tions, no one is managing this.

Lean Thinking tells us we are creating a problem due to

an improper focus on employee utilization rather than

on the flow of value. Yes, it is a good goal to make sure

people are working. But it is counterproductive when

doing so adds additional delays in the workflow. That

is just what happens when you have too many projects

going at once, even if people are fully busy. 

We start with good intentions, allocating people to the

most important projects. At some point, the ideal teams

are set up. Then a new project comes along. If someone

seems to have some “spare capacity,” they get assigned

to the project even if this will require them to ask for

help from key people who are already totally booked

up. Key people are the ones who have essential subject

matter expertise, certain skill sets (such as architecture),

or happened to be around years ago when your now-

legacy system was developed. Too often, these indi-

viduals are already overloaded. Then the new project

starts, and they are asked for more help. Now they are

seriously overutilized, and the delays in workflow start.

And so it goes in an endless, downward cycle. The net

result is that your best people are made to work in the

most ineffective manner. This leads to … 

Discipline #1: Stakeholders Cannot Start More Projects than
the Development Organization Has the Capacity For

Stakeholders are required to identify and prioritize

those projects that are most important, that provide

the greatest value. Teams pull from this prioritized list

when they are ready for work. 
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However, this is only one part of the big picture. The

teams have to pull the work they are going to do in

unison so that one team doesn’t finish its work, have

to wait on another team to finish, and then thrash as

the teams try to integrate their respective pieces. This

leads to …

Discipline #2: Teams Capable of Delivering the Selected Value
Must Work in Unison

There must be enough capacity to build the entire incre-

ment of work before pulling from the product queue. 

Building and Integrating Across the Feature Level

Multiple teams working at the same time is good, but it

is insufficient. This is often the case when companies are

large and have component teams. Consider the situation

shown in Figure 4. There are a hundred or so develop-

ers organized around two or more product lines. Call

them Product Line A and Product Line B. Each of these

applications has its own component team that develops

shared functionality. There is also a component team

that works across applications. 

One solution would be to create cross-functional teams

with people from each application, from the component

team(s) for the application, and from the component

team(s) that run across applications. This is a great

approach if you can do it, but too often, it is just not

possible. 

Suppose Agile teams must work together (as shown

in Figure 5) and over several sprints. This was the situa-

tion I saw at one client. These were highly functioning

Scrum teams that were delivering their work well in

each sprint and yet were not able to deliver the overall

feature in an efficient manner. While this was confusing

at first, a little value stream mapping helped to reveal

what was happening.

Figure 6 shows how the work of a feature was spread

out across these teams. Each team got a backlog consist-

ing of their part of the feature. The teams would then

take these backlogs and work at their own discretion.

Figure 7 shows the first sprint. Note that the different

shades on the backlog represent pieces dependent upon

each other. While each team told the other teams what

they were doing, little coordination actually took place.

What was happening was that each team chose stories

from their backlog based on what would make them

most efficient. After selecting what to work on, they

coordinated with the others. But the damage had already

been done. They were unable to do any significant inte-

gration after the first sprint because the completed pieces

did not represent end-to-end functionality. This is shown

in Figure 8. 

And so it continued until the teams completed all the

work for the feature (Figure 9). Now, they were finally

able to integrate their work. The challenge was that

there had been several sprints’ worth of work on these

different parts of the system without any meaningful

integration. It was almost a certainty that more work

would have to be done. Thrashing ensued. Integration

took longer than if they had been doing it on a contin-

ual basis. That is delay and waste. 
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Figure 4 — Organization of company with component teams
for two different product lines.

Figure 5 — Teams collaborating together.

Figure 6 — How work is assigned to the three teams involved.
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They incurred another type of delay as well. Since they

had not done integration, they were not able to show

the functionality to the customer to get feedback. The

feedback loop was much longer than the length of the

sprint. And that is delay and waste. 

To solve this problem, Lean Thinking says we want

both short cycle time (the time from concept to con-

sumption) and to have as few delays as possible along

the way. This means we want quick feedback loops

along the entire value stream. 

Of course, achieving quick feedback is an Agile disci-

pline. We strive to deliver working software at the end

of every sprint. In the example above, while working

software was delivered at the team (Agile) level, it was

not being delivered at the enterprise (Lean) level. It is

the team of teams that should be delivering working

software every sprint. Therefore, instead of giving the

teams their backlogs independently, the work should be

divided such that the work done each sprint will deliver

a piece of functionality that can be demonstrated to the

customer. This is not an individual team decision, and

it leads to …

Discipline #3: Teams Must Let Someone Who Sees the Bigger
Picture Decide What They Should Be Working On

Taking this approach leads to a different value stream.

Compare the improved value stream in Figures 10-12

with the original value stream in Figures 7-9. The new

value stream enables demonstration of the software at a

much quicker pace, resulting in shorter feedback cycles

and less integration work. It also allows all the teams to

have greater vision of what they are building. 

Optimize the Whole (Macro-) Team

Does this mean we are just creating a bigger team?

Perhaps. Instead of three teams that have to work

together, there is now one larger team working

together. The important thing to note is that it was

Lean Thinking that guided us here to address a prob-

lem in this context. It was clear that building software

that couldn’t be demonstrated was the problem.

Interestingly enough, the optimal solution would be to

create three cross-functional teams from the teams being

discussed. Each would then build a piece of functional-

ity, but a single backlog would still be used to ensure

that the teams were working together in the best way.

In making decisions on how to develop software, Lean’s

mantra of “optimizing the whole while attending to

flow” provides essential insights. In this case, instead

of focusing on how each team works individually, we

must consider the macro-team, the larger team actually

building the software. How will it best develop soft-

ware with the shortest feedback loops possible? It may

seem surprising that competent teams couldn’t see this.

We have found, however, that the focus on Scrum

teams consistently obscures the bigger picture that

Lean’s systems thinking naturally brings to the fore.
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Figure 8 — Work selected for second sprint.

Figure 9 — All parts of feature have been done across the teams.

Figure 7 — Work selected for first sprint.
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SUMMARY: THE PATTERN OF SUCCESS

Software development should be about delivering

value quickly. It requires a relentless focus on removing

delays, whether they come from too much work-in-

progress, waiting, testing, or poor workflow. The larger

the organization, the more teams that are involved, the

more difficult this challenge becomes. Trying to scale up

from individual teams to the enterprise rarely works.

Lean Thinking is naturally focused on enterprise-level

issues. Agile methods informed by Lean Thinking lead

to the disciplined type of Agile required for the Agile

enterprise. We must remember that Agile is not about

team-iterative development, but rather about the incre-

mental delivery of business value.

ENDNOTE

1Thanks to Dan North for this observation.
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Figure 10 — Work selected for first sprint to enable feedback
on one slice of functionality.

Figure 11 — Work selected for second sprint to enable feedback
of another slice of functionality.

Figure 12 — Work selected for third sprint to enable feedback
of last slice of functionality.



Conventional Agile methods emphasize a number of

teaming practices such as pair programming, planning

sessions, and colocation of the team. One of the often-

overlooked practices, however, is that of the whole

team. An Agile whole team is one in which the entire

team works as a unit of generalizing specialists to

share responsibility for the production of high-quality

software. Agile projects tend not to think in terms of

“departments” or “sister groups.” Instead, they con-

sider only a single group that consists of all the skills,

knowledge, and tools needed to deliver a software

project — from concept and planning to development,

qualifying, and rollout.

In large enterprises where development teams have

the opportunity to work with specialized IT deploy-

ment teams that support the development environment,

the whole team approach can be a challenge. The IT

organization is likely working with a number of inter-

nal organizations that use a number of methods, includ-

ing Agile, waterfall, or other hybrid methods. In our

experience, we’ve found that this IT deployment func-

tion doesn’t lend itself as effectively to Agile teams

when compared to typical development or architectural

roles, yet its contribution is just as critical to the proper

functioning of an Agile team and its delivery of incre-

mental functionality. The issue isn’t that the deploy-

ment staff don’t provide value; the issue is more that

the value they provide comes later in the project’s life-

cycle, and thus they don’t consider being part of an

Agile team a very effective use of their time. 

In this article, we present an Agile delivery model that

enables IT deployment staff to be as nimble and flexible

as possible while allowing them to serve the needs of

both traditional waterfall projects and Agile product

teams. Specifically, our solution enables the following

techniques, which could be adopted in a disciplined

Agile project deployment model:

n An Agile and responsive IT delivery model.

n A project prioritization mechanism through which

priorities are set by the business owner (in a Scrum

of Scrums model). Based on the project prioritization

matrix, a score is assigned to each project, and the list

is sorted on a first in, first-out basis and according to

predefined rules.

n A disciplined approach to new project deployment,

so as not to overwhelm an already overworked/

overbooked IT staff.

n Effective utilization of resources based on the

project/business needs, which requires keeping

the project stakeholders updated on changes in

project priority resulting from lack of information/

insufficient requirements or faulty code. The penalty

for these deficiencies could be a shift in project prior-

ity such that control of the project rollout (deploy-

ment date) lies with the deployment team rather

than the development team.

n Deployment pattern analysis of an Agile project

team based on the trends in the deployment reports.

THE PROBLEMS WE FACED

As the adoption of Agile methods grew within our

organization, we began to experience problems that

our IT department had to deal with. First, as projects

matured, they would go through their sprints and fre-

quently deploy into production while they were incre-

mentally adding improvements. The problem was that

as the number of projects increased, applications that

were deemed not valuable enough by a stakeholder

were never decommissioned; the development team

had moved on to other projects and never planned for

a cleanup process. 

In our framework, once a project is rolled out, each

stakeholder is assigned units of capacity within the

server environment. This unit of capacity is used for cal-

culating the cost and resources required for the project’s

maintenance and support. Once assigned, the unit value

is then evaluated quarterly to determine how the project

has matured over time. The projects are further classified

as to business-critical value (BCV), which is measured on

a scale of 1 to 5. A project with a BCV value of 1 might

require a smaller number of middleware components,
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while a 5 would require a very large number of compo-

nents. A BCV value of 5 could also represent a project

that requires a dedicated environment (rather than the

typical shared environment) because of its criticality or

complexity. Due to the nature of Agile projects, there is

always a demand for the rollout of iterative phases of an

application. This constant rollout, coupled with the need

to maintain optimal operational support for existing

deployed applications, could overload the IT staff.

The second problem was the need for specialized skills

across a number of teams. While Agile teams like to

believe that they can assign individuals to user stories

related to something outside of their knowledge base,

or that these generalists can learn by pairing with an

expert,1 we have found this to be more problematic than

true when it comes to highly specialized skills such as

database administration or architecture. What we have

found to be more productive is to have teams do their

own database work and then have it reviewed by the

lead DBA and possibly refactored based on his or her

recommendations. Since virtually every project has a

database requirement, this has the advantage of pre-

venting the DBA from being a “blocker” in any given

sprint, while still best servicing all the applications

under construction. The issue then becomes which team

gets the “time slice” for a specialized skill first. Project

prioritization thus becomes a key step in the process,

as it allows for sprints to be planned properly.

OUR DISCIPLINED AGILE FRAMEWORK AND PRACTICES

Using the Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD) framework

as a model,2 we’ve created a process within our organi-

zation that supports not only a large number of Agile

project deployments but also traditional deployments.

Early on, we realized that many of our enterprise

processes wouldn’t be eliminated with the advent of an

Agile approach. Many (if not all) of our projects, while

claiming to be Agile, needed to collaborate with other

teams/resources such as IT deployment (data center

teams), architecture teams, database administrators,

and others. While our Agile teams were creating usable

software at a steady drumbeat, we struggled with the

inability (or lack) of IT staff to deploy applications to

the network where they could begin realizing value.

Our framework looks similar to a standard enterprise

project lifecycle, where we start from the inception phase

and proceed through various steps of prioritization into a

final deployment phase. As projects are nearing the point

of deployment, we ask the development teams to notify

the deployment team to request deployment assistance.

[Note: For the purposes of this article, we assume that

deployment means taking a working version of code

from the development team, enabling it on a data center

infrastructure for wider use on the network (we call

this our “stage environment”), and then deploying it into

production.] In reality, there is no need for the added

notification, since these application development teams

maintain a “casual” relationship with the deployment

team during development. However, in the first phase,

W102-Project Analysis, members of the deployment team

are formally introduced to the project so they can learn

where their skills are needed. This isn’t a lengthy part

of the process, but it establishes the breadth and depth

of what will be required to move this application into

production. What comes out of this step is an agreement

between the development and the deployment teams on

what is needed in order to deploy the application and

by when. 

The overall business sponsor is responsible for setting

up the direction and priorities for the deployment team.

This means assigning project priorities (high = most

business critical, to be done above all other projects, and

low = less business critical, higher-priority projects may

override it). This is a key step in determining which of

the projects get a slice of time from the deployment

team, since projects can be half-deployed to the stage

environment.

If the presented project has sufficiently high business

priority and is deemed “complex” (W105-Complex

Application Rollout Process), the members of the deploy-

ment team participate as regular members of the Agile

team, taking on all aspects of deploying the project.

Other projects that are simple fall into W104-Simple

Application Rollout Process (i.e., code upgrades as

opposed to new deployments). In such cases, the

deployment team is allowed to determine its own

priorities based on resource availability and inter-

project dependencies.

In order to achieve this streamlined approach to the

deployment of software applications, we have devel-

oped several practices (highlighted below) and a sup-

porting process (see Figure 1).

While our Agile teams were creating usable

software at a steady drumbeat, we struggled

with the inability (or lack) of IT staff to deploy

applications to the network where they could

begin realizing value.
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Practice 1: Establish Open Communication Channels

As with any Agile project, frequent and detailed conver-

sations are a key element for success. Since we are pro-

ceeding under the premise that the deployment team

is a vital but separate component of the individual

teams, it is imperative that we establish effective lines

of communication. One good way to maintain open

communication was to establish a weekly Scrum

teleconference between the deployment team and the

various Agile software development groups. (As none

of our teams are colocated, the primary method of

communication is through teleconference calls.) This

allows any previously unknown blockers to be identi-

fied and discussed in an open environment. 

Once an Agile project has been initiated, we expect that

the individual project teams will hold their standard

daily Scrum meetings. However, any deployment issues

that arise (such as scheduling conflicts, escalations,

and/or postponements) will be discussed in this

“Scrum of Scrums” call with the deployment team.

In this way, we track all our projects on regular inter-

vals to see if there are any roadblocks or potential
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Figure 1 — Our Agile project deployment process.
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conflicts/issues. If there are, then these are addressed in

order of priority and business value.

Practice 2: Focus on Reducing Waste (Time/Effort)

One way we reduce wasted time is to have members of

the deployment team attend the development team’s

daily Scrum meetings only when it is required. In fact,

we look to engage the various scarce resources only

when these resources are required to provide an update

on the progress of a specific problem. While this may

sound harsh to Agile true believers, the fact is that

a database administrator simply does not need to be

involved in a discussion that has to do with such unre-

lated subjects as final deployment dates or user experi-

ence issues. This is not to say that DBAs could not bring

valuable insights into other projects, but when we

looked at where their time is best spent, we found that

it’s in working on database issues/concerns/installs

rather than participating in other projects where they

have little or no involvement. It’s a tradeoff we chose

to make in order to fully utilize their scarce skills.

Another way to look at waste is to limit the number

of deployed projects/applications. Each deployment

“costs” the deployment team in maintenance of the

servers, security audits, patching of operating systems,

and so on. One way we limit the number of servers

that must be maintained is to instantiate a “limiting

number” of applications that can be deployed within

the infrastructure (based on the sponsoring business

owner). At the beginning of the year, the various busi-

ness owners purchase (fund) the deployment team for a

number of support “units.” Units are simply an abstrac-

tion of the amount of resources (machine and human)

needed to support a given application. For example, a

single Web server with a relatively simple database may

cost 4 units for the year, while a complex environment

of 9 or 10 servers with a complex code base and infra-

structure requirements would cost more; say, 30-40

units. 

Our objective is to prevent the bloat of too many appli-

cations while still allowing the various teams to be inno-

vative. Think of a piece of graph paper. The business

owners purchase a specific number of units (i.e., squares

on the piece of graph paper). As they deploy applications

into this environment, units that are “used up” are shown

as colored blocks (see Figure 2). When all the blocks

are full, no more applications can be deployed unless the

owners choose to remove something — thereby freeing

up some units — or move their applications to other host-

ing environments. Moving applications to a “standard”

hosting environment is an attractive solution when the

project has stopped iterating and no longer has frequent

deployment requirements. 

Practice 3: Ensure Best Utilization of Resources 
from a Business Perspective

Our model assumes that there is a scarce resource that

is needed across a number of projects in our portfolio,

namely the deployment team. At any point in time, we

have a large number of projects looking to deploy new

releases or make modifications in an effort to meet their

stakeholders’ needs. With all those changes flowing

through a single group, we are bound to encounter

issues and slowdowns. 

While many would argue that the answer is simply to

staff each team with its own deployment component

operating independently, we’ve found that this is not

only a costly solution, but also risky in a shared infra-

structure environment where increased team size could

lead to communication breakdowns or confusion among

projects. To best satisfy all these teams, we have an

overall priority-setting mechanism in place. Think of

this as a Scrum of Scrums meeting where the interlock-

ing of teams and schedules takes place. Our business

sponsor (the overall owner of all projects) sets priorities

based on the business needs. The priority scheduling

comes in the form of a list that ranks projects from the

one that should get the top amount of resources down

to the one that should get the least for a given time

period. Once produced, this list of priorities is then

carried out by members of the deployment team, but

they are also given some flexibility to reprioritize within

that list. That is to say, if they have a resource available

to reconfigure a database, and no higher-priority project

has a need for a DBA, the team can service the lower-

priority need without any impact to agreed-upon

schedules (see W103-Priority Influencers in Figure 1).
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Practice 4: Apply Resources Where Needed/Required
(Effective Utilization of Team Skills)

As the number of project deployment requests

increases, there is always a greater demand for

resources with the specialized skills required. In order

to meet the demand of the Agile teams that need these

skills, the ScrumMaster of the deployment team plays

the role of “maestro,” always guiding the deployment

team members as to when to get involved in a project

and what their role is. 

At times, the deployment ScrumMaster also takes own-

ership of the problems that arise and drives the effort to

get them resolved with the help of resources with spe-

cialized skills. This also helps to reduce the deployment

team’s time and effort while avoiding distraction. What

we have found is that when resources are working on

several projects, their productivity increases, provided

they can focus on their tasks (which may involve their

participation in several Agile development Scrums). The

ScrumMaster makes every effort to balance the needs

of the project by taking constraints such as scope, time,

and cost into consideration while reprioritizing the

deployment team’s tasks if needed. This management of

what we call “local priorities” (see W103.2 in Figure 1)

is truly an example of trust between the deployment

team and the Agile development teams. The devel-

opment teams understand that when deployment is

invoked within a Scrum at the proper time, they receive

full commitment not only from the resource invoked,

but the full deployment team.

Practice 5: Maintain Proper Lead Time for Each Project

The lead time is the specific amount of time needed

before “execution” of a project and is something that the

development teams must strictly adhere to. As shown

in Figure 1, we derive this lead time as part of W102-

Project Analysis and gain team agreement in W102.4. 

The lead time helps the project team eliminate all the

known unknowns that may arise during the project’s

deployment while helping to keep the schedule intact.

In a shared infrastructure environment, this is a crucial

component if we are to keep a steady stream of appli-

cation deployments flowing through the deployment

team. For example, lead times could include such tasks

as: Provide the database schema seven days prior to the

expected deployment date. This enables the deployment

team to properly plan its time and commitments and

possibly adjust its priorities (W103.2), but it puts the

onus on the Agile teams to deliver on time. If the devel-

opment teams do not adhere to their lead times, then

the commitments for other project rollout dates could

be in jeopardy. Indeed, if the lead-time activity is not

delivered within a reasonable period, the deployment

slot may be forfeited for a given sprint so that other

projects aren’t affected. Of course, escalations and

overall business priorities can be adjusted (W103.1)

depending on the criticality of the project.

Practice 6: Keep It Simple 

If the project is complex in nature (i.e., if the number

of components is large or the level of software is fairly

complex), it can become very difficult to manage in

terms of timelines for deployment, dependencies,

and communication. In this case (W105-Complex

Application Rollout Process), as in any good Agile proj-

ect, we look to break down infrastructure requirements

into subcomponents/projects where the project team

members are grouped and assigned subcomponent

responsibility based on the required skills. Here, our

deployment team would act as full-time member of an

Agile project team (a traditional approach). Notice that

components are broken out, so we can bring the correct

resource into the team, and that stories are created

specifically for the necessary infrastructure components

(W105.3).

RESULTS

By applying the above practices, we have catered to

the business needs of Agile software development

projects with a limited and highly skilled resource.

As our process matured through the adoption of these

practices, the number of deployments our teams could

perform increased over time with the same number of

resources (see Figure 3).

We can also see in Figure 3 that the number of deploy-

ments in both our stage and production environments

increased. The increased number of deployments in the

stage environment is important, as it allows our Agile
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teams to take advantage of a preproduction environ-

ment to perform integration and validation that they

could not have otherwise achieved due to environmen-

tal constraints or complex integration requirements.

By leveraging the use of this stage environment before

promoting the code to production, our Agile develop-

ment teams are very confident in the final product/

application deployment. Through the use of these prac-

tices, we have achieved a rate of successful Agile project

deployments that was not previously possible. We

believe these practices provide a structured approach

that can be used by other organizations in which spe-

cific highly skilled individuals may not be readily

available.
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Figure 3 — Increase in project deployments over time.



The Agile Manifesto states that the Agile movement

values “individuals and interactions over processes

and tools.” However, very little is discussed about the

personality aspect of people and how important it is

to have the right personality types in the right roles.

Failure to do so may have a major impact on the success

or failure of Agile projects.

Personality types play a major role in determining the

career paths of individuals, and they are widely used

at many universities and career guidance organizations

internationally to guide students’ course and career

choices. That is because people are most likely to excel

at careers suited to their personality type. The role per-

sonality plays in the workplace has also been studied at

length, and is equally critical when it comes to the types

of personalities that make up a work group or team.

Often a “dream team” is created and fails mainly due

to the wrong mix of personalities, particularly when

everyone is trying to lead the group. 

With Agile development, it becomes even more impor-

tant to have the right people in the right roles, as all

team members are required to be self-organizing and

cross-functional and to take responsibility for the suc-

cess of the project. Personality types are starting to be

recognized as an important factor in the success of

Agile projects, and the first studies and books on the

topic are making their way into the Agile world.1-3 

This is not only about training and skilling people up to

carry out their roles. Rather, some individuals are sim-

ply not suited to certain roles due to their personality

profile. How often have companies promoted a brilliant

technical person to a managerial role in order to move

him or her onto a higher pay grade, for example, and

subsequently ended up losing a great technical resource

and gaining a useless manager?

That there are many different personality types has

been long established, and many psychometric theories

have been developed to measure psychological prefer-

ences in how people perceive the world and make

decisions, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator4

developed from Carl Jung’s personality types, John L.

Holland’s RIASEC personality test,5 and the DISC per-

sonality test,6 to name just a few.

To illustrate how important the right personality types

are, think of Jung’s basic conception of introverts and

extroverts. According to Jung’s theories, “an introvert

is a person whose interest is generally directed inward

toward his own feelings and thoughts, in contrast to

an extrovert, whose attention is directed toward other

people and the outside world.”7 On this basis, we

would hesitate to appoint an introverted individual

as a salesperson, as he or she would hate that role. By

choice, introverts get strength from within, like to be

left alone to solve problems, and are reserved with

strangers. For the same reason, we would hesitate to

make an extrovert a programmer, as he or she would

probably feel stifled in the role.

THE MORE THINGS CHANGE, 
THE MORE THEY STAY THE SAME

How does this insight apply in the Agile world? One

of the main problems experienced today with software

projects is an age-old one: poor requirements, which

lead to project failure. Projects get cancelled, go over

budget and schedule, and/or exhibit poor quality.

In the early days, computer scientists would obtain the

requirements from the business and would deliver soft-

ware that might have met the specifications gathered

but did not actually meet the business’s requirements.

IT professionals and businesspeople would often mis-

understand each other, as they came from completely

different perspectives and did not grasp each other’s

frame of reference. These misunderstandings led to

project churn and necessitated rework so that the cor-

rect (or previously missing) requirements could be

implemented. In the process, the business’s cost and

time requirements were grossly overrun. At the same

time, budgets and timetables were squeezed by every-

one in the chain until they were unrealistically low. In

order to finish on time and on budget, requirements

were then prioritized and items were dropped at the

last moment to get the release out.
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Several steps were taken along the way to try to address

these problems:

n Business analysts were introduced to bridge the gap.

n Project management was introduced, as well as proj-

ect management and software development processes

and methodologies, to help ensure that projects come

in on time and budget. 

n The industry adopted an evolving set of development

processes, from structured programming to waterfall,

iterative development (e.g., Rational Unified Process

[RUP]), Unified Process, OpenUp), Agile (e.g.,

Scrum), Lean, and others, on up to the Disciplined

Agile Delivery (DAD) framework.

While these developments improved the overall success

of software development projects, they have not gone far

enough. According to a 2011 survey by Guest Editor and

Cutter Senior Consultant Scott Ambler, we are not where

we can be; only 69% of iterative projects, 67% of Agile

projects, and 50% of traditional projects are successful.8

Clearly we haven’t fully solved our problem yet.

PEOPLE FACTORS IN SUCCESSFUL 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

What has also not changed is human nature and peo-

ple’s personalities. Problems are mostly caused by peo-

ple. Thus, if one can improve the people factor, it stands

to reason that the success of projects will increase. 

In my experience, the three important factors that con-

tribute to making people more successful in software

development are:

1. The culture of the organization

2. The correct use of development processes 

3. Having the right people in the right roles

The Culture of the Organization

We all acknowledge that people are our most important

asset. If that is so, surely we need to create the right

culture and environment to support and nurture them.

Such an environment stems from the leadership of the

organization. Most highly productive teams have the

kind of leaders who make it a point to do this. 

Year in and year out, the companies that are voted

as the best places to work or the most admired are

the companies that understand the importance of an

enabling culture and also happen to be very successful

at creating one. Back in 1983, the first software company

I joined as an executive, Systems Programming Limited

(SPL), happened to be the largest software development

company in South Africa. It had a few hundred devel-

opers and specialized in developing bespoke software

for large organizations in South Africa. SPL was quite

unique and had a culture that was revolutionary for

its time:

n Status was not key. Everyone in the company —

from the messengers to the CEO — had the same

desk and chair.

n No memos were allowed. People had to communicate

personally with each other.

n People could buy things they needed without a

formal process as long as a purchase met one

criterion: would they have bought it if it were

their own company? 

n Rules where kept to a minimum. Why introduce rules

that affected everyone because one or two people did

the wrong thing?

n Everyone had to be tested by an industrial psychol-

ogist to determine their personality type and fit to

their role, as well as to the company culture. 

n Even though there was a job description for each

role (the box), the stated intention was to fit the box

around the individual.

n Over 50% of the staff were female, and the company

provided a fully staffed daycare center to accommo-

date their childcare needs. 

n Over 30% of the executives were female.

It was an extremely successful company and a great

place to work. It also had the lowest attrition rate in the

industry. One of the main reasons for its success was

that it placed the right people in the right roles. This

enabled management to get the best out of people by

knowing how each could be managed most effectively.

I have always tried to emulate these principles in my

own companies.

The Correct Use of Development Processes 

As Ambler’s survey showed, iterative development

(e.g., RUP) has improved the success of software devel-

opment over the traditional waterfall process. But a

common problem arose after the successful implemen-

tation of pilot projects using iterative processes. During

the subsequent rollout of these processes, they were

suboptimized and got a bad reputation through no fault

of their own because:
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n People ended up filling in forms (artifacts) without

understanding the goals behind the paperwork, thus

defeating the purpose of the process. They went as

far as looking at previous project documentation and

simply altering the project details for new projects.

n Organizations added additional process steps and

documentation to the original lightweight iterative

process in order to integrate it with existing non-

Agile corporate project management strategies based

on the likes of PMBOK or Prince. This added unnec-

essary bureaucracy to the process, resulting in proj-

ects taking much longer to complete.

That’s where Disciplined Agile Delivery comes in. DAD

offers ways to provide non-bureaucratic governance,

such as built-in risk mitigation and proving the architec-

ture in the early part of the project. DAD requires you

to understand and address the goals of the process

rather than focusing on paperwork. This is a great

improvement in terms of being able to do the right

things to have a successful project. It is far better to

focus on project goals than follow a process for the

sake of a process. 

When helping customers to implement RUP and avoid

turning a simple Agile process into a bureaucratic

nightmare, I used to try to get them to understand what

I call the philosophies behind the process, which DAD

describes as the goals. Understanding the goals behind

each step of the process framework establishes a consis-

tent way of doing things in an organization and, done

properly, identifies risks and problems early. It also

allows people to change projects with ease and be

highly productive in the shortest possible time. The

goals further enable a project team to tailor the process

so as to address only these goals and not waste time,

money, and resources filling in unnecessary documenta-

tion and doing unproductive work. This goal-oriented

approach to using RUP has enabled me to deliver large

projects successfully and even come in earlier and at a

lower cost than the estimated schedule and budget.

Having the Right People in the Right Roles 

Having the right people in the right roles will improve

the success rate of projects. I believe that the lack of

understanding of the importance of doing this is one

of the reasons that cause Agile teams to fail. When

implementing Agile strategies, it is important to

make sure that coaches, mentors, and team leads do

not assume that all people will behave and act like

themselves, thereby biasing the Agile implementation

toward what works best for them. By understanding the

different personality types, Agile leaders can help guide

their teams a lot more successfully and ensure that the

right resources are on each team.

In my more than 30 years’ experience, I have seen how

important it is to put the right personality types into the

right roles. When I joined SPL in the early 1980s, I went

through a battery of personality tests, as did all new

hires. Even though people were hired for a specific job,

the company would rather resolve any mismatches by

changing the job description to fit people’s strengths

and thus utilize their skills more effectively and increase

their job satisfaction. Personality profiles also enabled

the effective management of individuals, as one knew

what their strengths and weaknesses were. 

I have subsequently used personality profiling for all

hires in the companies I owned or worked for. This

contributed greatly to my project successes. In the early

days of object orientation, I had some of the best OO

programmers working for my company, and they were

continually being head-hunted at double their salary or

more. It became a real business challenge to match these

offers and retain these employees. 

I developed an idea to skill up people as the auditing

profession did. We used the money that we would have

used to match salaries to fund the recruitment of other

top IT graduates and to fast-track them into becoming

productive ASAP. We put these new recruits through 

a six-week boot camp and established a three-year

training and growth plan with certain milestones that

needed to be achieved. Achieving these milestones,

which included relevant industry certifications, resulted

in increases in salary for each individual. Thus, our

hires could earn salaries way above the market. The

speed of achievement was up to them. 

What made this program special was that we selected

a broad range of personality types that could spread

across all the roles within a team. In the boot camp, we

split the group into teams and got each team to obtain

the requirements from the same set of users or product

owners to create a solution. The product owners were

asked not to volunteer any information unless it was

asked for. The teams would present their designs for the

system to be built in the first few days of the boot camp.

It was no surprise that each team’s presentation for the

solution was vastly different from the others. 

It is far better to focus on project goals than

follow a process for the sake of a process. 
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The teams would then be combined to build the system

using RUP. They were left to self-organize and build

the system. People gravitated to the roles that we had

thought best suited them based on their personalities,

and at the end of the project, we did a 360-degree

review. Inevitably, every member agreed that they were

most effective in the roles that they had chosen. These

boot-camp graduates were then trained up according

to their chosen specialty, which resulted in people who

were excellent at their work. Furthermore, the retention

rate was superb, as people not only got to do the things

they loved, but also were encouraged and rewarded to

learn and become experts in their fields. This approach

also spurred the growth of the business, as the gradu-

ates moved into more senior roles earlier than they

would otherwise have been able to do.

WHEN TEAMS CAN’T SELF-ORGANIZE

The “Principles Behind the Agile Manifesto” states

that “the best architectures, requirements, and designs

emerge from self-organizing teams.”

Sometimes teams will work well together and be able to

self-organize and succeed, but sometimes they will fail.

The group dynamics will fail. The self-organization will

fail. This can apply even to a carefully selected dream

team of experts. Assuming that a team’s knowledge

about Agile is adequate, the cause of this failure could

very well be poor group dynamics due to the wrong

mix of personalities. 

In his five tips for assembling successful DAD teams,

Mark Lines states: 

Be wary of self-organizing teams, especially if your team
lacks experience…. A lack of skills and experience can
lead to chaos and an undisciplined team environment.
There’s also a personality component. Some team mem-
bers aren’t comfortable deciding what tasks they should
be performing or in what order. Some might actually pre-
fer to be directed in a more traditional manner. If you’re
a team lead, you must be sensitive to these attitudes and
habits and understand when somebody needs to be
nudged or directed regarding their daily activities.9

In their book Individuals and Interactions: An Agile

Guide,10 Ken Howard and Barry Rogers use the DISC

personality profiling method shown in Table 1. They

state that “the best teams comprise a blend of behav-

ioral profiles. You want team members to consist of a

combination of D’s, who will make quicker decisions

and help drive the project; C’s, who will focus on the

details as they analyze requirements, test, and write

code; S’s, who will bring harmony to the team; and I’s,

who will keep the communication going, optimism

high, and energy flowing.”

Auckland University of Technology researchers Sherlock
Licorish, Anne Philpott, and Stephen G. MacDonell

echo this conclusion in their study of Agile team com-

position, which probed the influence of personality

types on team performance.11 The authors found that

the higher the team heterogeneity, the higher its per-

formance. Moreover, teams with balanced personality

types performed even better than heterogeneous teams.
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Priorities

Getting immediate results
Taking action
Challenging self and others

D Dominance

Emphasis on shaping the environment by 
overcoming opposition to accomplish results

I Influence

Emphasis on shaping the environment by 
influencing or persuading others

Motivated by

Social recognition
Disapproval
Loss of influence
Being ignored

S Steadiness

Emphasis on cooperating with others within 
existing circumstances to carry out the task

You will notice

Patience
Team person
Calm approach
Good listener
Humility

C Conscientiousness

Emphasis on working conscientiously within 
existing circumstances to ensure quality and 
accuracy

Fears

Social criticism
Slipshod methods
Being wrong

Table 1 — DISC Personality Types (Source: Howard and Rogers)
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Agile teams where collaboration is necessary required

this balanced mix even more. 

WANTED: MULTIFACETED TEAMS

Agilists agree that Agile team members need to be

trained or up-skilled to be multifunctional individuals.

While the thinking behind this is sound, in reality the

problem — especially with more advanced skills — is

that even if people have had all the training and up-

skilling required for a specific role, they might never

excel at their job, or may even fail, if their personality

is not suitable for that role. 

We know, for example, that some people make good

requirements gatherers and some don’t.12 Sending an

introvert to gather requirements will probably result

in getting the bare minimum. Introverts typically can’t

wait to finish a meeting and will fill in any missing

information not by asking the user, but by solving the

problem themselves. 

In contrast, providing the right mix of skills according

to the right mix of personalities will allow team mem-

bers to excel and will result in a greater number of suc-

cessful projects. Again, it’s all about human nature. We

know that software development is a team sport, and

much like football, baseball, soccer, and so on, most

roles are specialized and few are generalist. That is why

DAD calls for team members that are “T skilled,” hav-

ing deep knowledge and expertise in their specializa-

tion along with a general knowledge of — and ability

to collaborate with — the other roles in the team.

The Agile Manifesto puts “people and interactions”

first, since the root of successful software development

is people. But the success of software projects is not

only about skill — it’s about getting the people

factors right.
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industry, Themi Themistocleous has worked for and/or owned compa-

nies with up to 500 software developers providing bespoke software

and services for large companies in South Africa. This experience has

given him a deep understanding of software development and the soft-

ware development lifecycle. Mr. Themistocleous popularized many

technologies in South Africa. In 1993, he began promoting the use of

object orientation in commercial systems. He also introduced the Java

development language to South Africa in January 1996 and operated

one of the first authorized Sun Java centers in the world. 

Since 1993, Mr. Themistocleous has introduced more than 200 organi-

zations to the iterative approach to software development. He is a firm

believer that Agile — done properly — is the way to go but that Agile

processes such as Scrum are missing elements that enhance the success

of customer projects. As a result, he is a vocal promoter of Disciplined

Agile Delivery (DAD). 

Mr. Themistocleous listed the first IT company on the Johannesburg

Stock Exchange in 1995. He has served on the founding committee

for the Johannesburg Centre for Software Engineering, the advisory

board for information systems at Wits University (Johannesburg,

South Africa), and as an advisor to the South African government.
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Agile Masterclass

with Israel Gat, Fellow and Director, Agile Product & Project Management Practice, Cutter
Consortium; and Hubert Smits, Senior Consultant, Cutter Consortium 

CUTTER CONSORTIUM

Cutter Events

In this half-day Masterclass, Israel Gat and

Hubert Smits will teach you — in a hands-on, 

practical way — how you can use Agile and

Lean concepts, artifacts and practices in a

broader and deeper context to make your

organization more innovative and competitive.

They will divulge the tools you need to move

well beyond the team-level basics. You will:

nDiscover how to scale frameworks like

Scrum for larger projects.

n Learn how to weave together the outcomes

that result when multiple frameworks

(agile, lean or traditional) are used by

different teams, projects, or programs.

nDiscover how to get advanced software

engineering disciplines like technical debt

assessment/remediation and devops’

infrastructure as code to take root in your

organization; and,

n Find out, via a case study, how Agile is

being extended outside of software into

other departments, such as Marketing, and

how success in IT/product development can

be leveraged to drive change both up- and

down-stream.

When you combine the experience-based

strategies Israel and Hubert share with the

techniques and skills they impart in this half-

day Masterclass, you’ll be another step 

closer to creating the strong foundation that

continuous value delivery requires.

Agile and Outsourcing: A Disciplined Approach

Recorded Webinar with Scott Ambler, Senior Consultant, Cutter Consortium

In this webinar, Senior Consultant Scott

Ambler explores strategies for effectively 

initiating and governing an outsourced IT

delivery project in an agile manner.

Outsourcing introduces a collection of risks

that can be uniquely addressed with a disci-

plined agile strategy. Luckily, the Disciplined

Agile Delivery (DAD) process decision frame-

work provides a foundation from which you

can tailor a viable strategy for disciplined

agile outsourcing. DAD is a goal-

driven, hybrid agile, full delivery methodology

that is enterprise aware and scalable.

This webinar addresses:

n Why agile and outsourcing?

n The risks associated with outsourcing.

nWhat the Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD)

framework is.

nDisciplined agile outsourcing from the point

of views of the customer and the provider.

nWhat you need to do to succeed at 

disciplined agile outsourcing.

n Industry statistics regarding agile 

outsourcing in practice.

n Criteria to determine if you’re ready for 

outsourcing IT delivery projects.

Spend an hour learning about DAD from its

creator, Scott Ambler, and determine if 

outsourcing IT delivery projects is a smart

move for your organization.

Recorded: 8 May 2013

Log In: Right at your desk! Cutter 
members, log on from your
computer.

Duration: 60 minutes

Date: Wednesday November 6, 2013

Time: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm EDT 
(luncheon included)  

Location: Le Méridien Hotel, 
Cambridge, MA.

Fee: $695 for Agile Masterclass only; 
Better Value: Attend Cutter
Summit 2013, 4-6 November,
and get three days of executive
education — including the
Agile Masterclass — for $2495!
Learn more at www.cutter.com/
summit/2013.html.

Cutter Consortium’s webinars, Q&As, and virtual Peer-to-Peer sessions are offered for no fee to Cutter

members as part of their Membership. Online sessions are delivered via Adobe Connect. Webinar

recordings are available in the Cutter Consortium research archives at www.cutter.com/events.html



CUTTER CONSORTIUM

Cutter Events

Peopleware

Member Exclusive Peer-to-Peer session with Tim Lister, Cutter Fellow 

In this exclusive Peer to Peer for Cutter

Members, Cutter Fellow Tim Lister will lead a

discussion on how major issues of software

development are human, not technical. Lister,

co-author with Tom DeMarco of the ground-

breaking book, Peopleware: Productive

Projects and Teams, will answer your 

questions on why some projects succeed and

others fail. Both success and failure have a

dramatic financial impact on the organization

— yet we know far too little about the 

underlying reasons for project effectiveness.

Lister will also address how throwing 

technology and money at projects is wasted if

the project team does not understand how

they should respond to unforeseen circum-

stances, or if the team has some pathological

behavior that prevents any worthwhile

accomplishment, or lacks the appropriate skills

and strategies. Other possible discussion top-

ics include:

nDevelopment of productive persons

nOrganizational culture

nOrganizational learning

nDevelopment of productive teams

nModeling of human competencies

Peopleware, with its third edition just 

published, continues to inspire intense devo-

tion from software project managers around

the globe. Please join Tim for what promises

to be a lively discussion about Peopleware!

Date: Wednesday, September 18, 2013

Time: 12:00 pm EDT 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Location: Wherever you are! Just dial in
and/or log in.

Fee: Complimentary for Cutter
Members

Cutter Consortium’s webinars, Q&As, and virtual Peer-to-Peer sessions are offered for no fee to Cutter

members as part of their Membership. Online sessions are delivered via Adobe Connect. Webinar

recordings are available in the Cutter Consortium research archives at www.cutter.com/events.html.

A Practical & Tested Approach to Measuring IT Cost and Value
Webinar with Bob Benson, Fellow, Cutter Consortium

Business and government executives often

struggle to measure and understand the value

of their IT investments, especially the ongoing

costs of infrastructure and existing applica-

tions. In this webinar, Cutter Fellow Bob

Benson describes a methodology that gives a

clear perspective on:

n IT costs (such as the cost of IT for each

business unit)

n IT values (for example, the performance of

the IT investment for each of the organiza-

tion's strategic objectives)

The methodology’s results, which have been

applied in more than 100 organizations, 

provide cost and value metrics that can be

compared to other organizations and with

other business units inside the enterprise. Key

elements include a powerful cost model and

an effective methodology for connecting IT

costs to IT’s performance.

Please join us for this informative discussion

on how you can apply this methodology in

your own organization.

Answers to Your Questions

The last 15 minutes of the webinar are 

dedicated to questions from the audience. 

You can ask Bob Benson your questions about

measuring IT cost and value.

Date: Tuesday, September 10, 2013

Time: 12:00 pm EDT 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Location: Wherever you are! Just dial in
and/or log in.

Fee: Complimentary



Summit 2013: Executive Education+ is a world-class Exec Ed

program for C-level business technologists.

Cutter Fellows who are members of the Harvard Business School

faculty will both guide the discussion of HBS cases/exercises

you’ll work through as a group and keynote on topics that

enhance your case learnings.

In addition, you’ll benefit from hands-on seminars and breakfast

and lunch sessions led by Cutter’s Practice Directors and Senior

Consultants on topics such as Agile Management, Business and

Enterprise Architecture, CIO/CTO issues, Agile Analytics, and

Social BI, to name a few.

You’ll enjoy (and join in on!) raucous panel debates; networking

at lunches, breaks, and entertaining evening events; and get

one-on-one guidance and input from expert presenters and

participants.

Executive education on
leadership, teaming,

and cutting-edge IT.

Learn more at www.cutter.com/
summit.html

Agile in the API Economy

Keynote by Cutter Fellow and 

Practice Director Israel Gat

Big — and Fast — Data Analytics

Case Study with Cutter Fellow Vince Kellen

CIO/CTO Roundtable

Forum with Cutter Fellow and 

Practice Director Ron Blitstein

Sustainable Growth: Achieve it with

Highly Motivated Teams

Keynote by Cutter Fellow Lynne Ellyn

Digging for Gold in the Emerging

Technology Pile of Hype

Keynote by Cutter Fellow Lou Mazzucchelli

The Evolving Role of 21st-Century

Technology Leaders

Keynote by Robert D. Scott 

Lightning Talks

Short and to-the-point presentations around

a single strategy, technique, or success story.

Summit 2013
4–6 November 2013 | Cambridge, MA, USA

CUTTER CONSORTIUM

SUMMIT2013
Executive Education +

Data Insight and Social BI 

Workshop 

Putting your Leadership Skills to the Test

Active Learning Exercises with 

Cutter Fellow Michael Roberto

Agile Product and Project Management 

Workshop 

Business and Enterprise Architecture 

Workshop with Mike Rosen

A Theory of Practice: Soft Decision Making in 

the Context of a High-Pressure IT Organization

Keynote by Cutter Fellow Tom DeMarco

http://www.cutter.com/summit/2013.html
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About Cutter Consortium
Cutter Consortium is a truly unique IT advisory firm, comprising a group of more than

100 internationally recognized experts who have come together to offer content,

consulting, and training to our clients. These experts are committed to delivering top-

level, critical, and objective advice. They have done, and are doing, groundbreaking

work in organizations worldwide, helping companies deal with issues in the core areas

of software development and Agile project management, enterprise architecture, business

technology trends and strategies, enterprise risk management, metrics, and sourcing.

Cutter offers a different value proposition than other IT research firms: We give you

Access to the Experts. You get practitioners’ points of view, derived from hands-on

experience with the same critical issues you are facing, not the perspective of a desk-

bound analyst who can only make predictions and observations on what’s happening in

the marketplace. With Cutter Consortium, you get the best practices and lessons learned

from the world’s leading experts, experts who are implementing these techniques at

companies like yours right now. 

Cutter’s clients are able to tap into its expertise in a variety of formats, including content

via online advisory services and journals, mentoring, workshops, training, and consulting.

And by customizing our information products and training/consulting services, you get

the solutions you need, while staying within your budget.

Cutter Consortium’s philosophy is that there is no single right solution for all enterprises,

or all departments within one enterprise, or even all projects within a department. Cutter

believes that the complexity of the business technology issues confronting corporations

today demands multiple detailed perspectives from which a company can view its

opportunities and risks in order to make the right strategic and tactical decisions. The

simplistic pronouncements other analyst firms make do not take into account the unique

situation of each organization. This is another reason to present the several sides to each

issue: to enable clients to determine the course of action that best fits their unique

situation.

For more information, contact Cutter Consortium at +1 781 648 8700 or

sales@cutter.com.

The Cutter Business

Technology Council
The Cutter Business Technology Council

was established by Cutter Consortium to

help spot emerging trends in IT, digital

technology, and the marketplace. Its

members are IT specialists whose ideas

have become important building blocks of

today’s wide-band, digitally connected,

global economy. This brain trust includes: 

• Rob Austin
• Ron Blitstein
• Tom DeMarco
• Lynne Ellyn
• Israel Gat
• Vince Kellen
• Tim Lister
• Lou Mazzucchelli
• Ken Orr
• Robert D. Scott




